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A. Personal Statement 
My long-standing interest is to understand molecular mechanisms governing lymphocyte development and 
functions in an adaptive immune response. Under the guidance of Drs. John F. Kearney and Max D. Cooper at 
the University of Alabama at Birmingham, my scientific career began in the bone marrow characterizing the 
gene terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (Dntt) involved in the diversification of both T-cell and B-cell 
receptors during lymphocyte development. While at UAB, I uncovered an unexpected function of the long 
isoform of terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT). I showed that this isoform has intrinsic 3’ to 5’ 
exonuclease activity suggesting that this enzyme may be involved in the trimming of the coding joins during 
V(D)J recombination.  
After completing my Ph.D., my focus expanded to studying the genetic regulation of lymphocyte effector 
function. I joined Dr. Klaus Rajewsky’s laboratory at the Immune Disease Institute, Harvard Medical School. 
There I began to unravel the role of a new class of gene regulators, micro-RNAs (miRNAs) in regulating 
lymphocyte effector function by generating both the knock-out and knock-in mice of the evolutionary conserved 
miR-155. Using these mice, I showed that miR-155 controls the mammalian immune system, specifically by 
regulating T helper function and the germinal center reaction to produce an optimal T-cell dependent antibody 
response. This was the first report of a miRNA regulating the immune response in mammals.  
With the completion of my postdoctoral fellowship, I joined Harvard Medical School as an Instructor at Beth 
Israel Deaconess Medical Center. As a continuation of my effort to understand how miR-155 affects the 
immune response, I identified the heterochromatin protein 1γ (Cbx3/HP1γ) as a potential target. As implied by 
its name, Cbx3/HP1γ is involved in chromatin remodeling. 
My results demonstrate for the first time that Cbx3/HP1γ has an essential, non-redundant function in the 
regulation of the adaptive immune response. I discover that Cbx3/HP1γ positively controls GC and high-affinity 
antibody responses to T-dependent antigens. It does so by restricting CD8+ T-cell effector capacity, mainly the 
production of perforin, granzyme B and IFN-γ. Haploinsufficiency of Cbx3/HP1γ results in the enhanced 
production of perforin, granzyme B and IFN-γ by mutant CD8+ effector T cells, which are more superior in 
killing tumor cells compared to control cells. 
My long-term goals are to continue to discover means to manipulate the adaptive immune system to identify 
novel mechanisms for the discovery of novel therapeutic targets to treat immune-related disorders and solid 
tumors.  



 

My strong background in genetic, molecular and biochemical approaches to examine gene regulation, my 
specific experience with gene targeting, and a record of productivity and supervision place me in a strong 
position to succeed in achieving my goals. 
Because of two serious illnesses, my transition from postdoctoral fellow to independent faculty takes a detour 
thus longer than the traditional path. 
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B. Positions and Honors 
Positions and Employment  
2005-2011 Research Fellow, Immunology, Immune Disease Institute, Harvard Medical School  
2011-2014  Senior Fellow, Department of Medicine, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center 
2014-present Instructor in Pathology, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Harvard Medical School 

Other Experience and Professional Memberships 
1990-1991 Teaching Assistant, California State University at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 
1992-1995 Senior Scientist, Sandoz Pharmaceuticals, NJ 

Honors 
1991 Outstanding Graduate Student Presentation, American Society of Microbiology 
1997 Outstanding Graduate Research Oral Presentation-2nd place, Microbiology, University of 

Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL 
1998 Outstanding Graduate Research Oral Presentation-1st place, Microbiology, University of 

Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL 
2002 The John R. Durant Award for Excellence in Cancer Research, The Comprehensive Cancer 

Center, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL 
2004 Postdoctoral Research Services Fellowship, National Institute of Health 
2006 Outstanding Poster Presentation Award, CBR Institute for Biomedical Research 
2007 Award for excellence in poster presentation, Immune Disease Institute Research 
 
C. Contributions to Science 
1. Findings derived from my graduate work expand our understanding of antigen receptor diversification. I 

show for the first time that, in vitro and in vivo, TdTL is a 3' → 5' exonuclease catalyzing the deletion of 
nucleotides at coding joins. Diversity in the antigen-binding region of immunoglobulin (Ig) heavy (H) and 
light (L) chains and T cell receptors (TCRs) results from the combinatorial rearrangements of the variable 
(VH+ VL), diversity (DH) and joining (JH+L) gene segments by a process known as V(D)J recombination, 
which occurs at specific stages of B and T cell development. The short splice variant of mouse terminal 
deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdTS) catalyzes the addition of nontemplated nucleotides (N addition) at the 
coding joins of B-cell and T-cell antigen receptor genes. However, the activity and function of the long 
isoform of TdT (TdTL) have not been determined. Therefore, my results show that the two TdT isoforms 
may act in concert to preserve the integrity of the variable region of antigen receptors while generating 
diversity. The generation of optimal antigen receptors is crucial for the development of lymphoid cells thus 
the eradication of infections and tumors. 
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2. My subsequent work shows for the first time that microRNAs (miRNAs) can control the adaptive immune 

response thus contributing to our understanding and appreciation of the complexity of the adaptive immune 
response. MicroRNAs are small RNA species involved in biological control at multiple levels. Using genetic 
deletion and transgenic approaches, I show that the evolutionarily conserved microRNA-155 (miR-155) has 
an important role in the mammalian immune system, specifically in regulating T helper cell function and the 
germinal center reaction to produce an optimal T-cell-dependent antibody response. MiR-155 exerts this 
control, at least in part, by regulating cytokine production. These results also suggest that individual 
microRNAs can exert critical control over mammalian differentiation processes in vivo. Dysregulation of 
miR-155 expression could have a profound impact on immune disorders and control of tumor growth. 
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3. As a continuation of my effort to understand how miR-155 affects the immune response, I identified the 

heterochromatin protein 1γ (Cbx3/HP1γ) as a potential target. As implied by its name, Cbx3/HP1γ is 
involved in chromatin remodeling. My results demonstrate for the first time that Cbx3/HP1γ has an 
essential, non-redundant function in the regulation of the adaptive immune response. I discover that 
Cbx3/HP1γ positively controls the germinal center and high-affinity antibody responses to T-dependent 
antigens. It does so by restricting CD8+ T-cell effector capacity, mainly the production of perforin, granzyme 
B and IFN-γ. Haploinsufficiency of Cbx3/HP1γ results in the enhanced production of these effector 
molecules by mutant CD8+ effector T cells. More importantly, adoptive T-cell therapy using Cbx3/HP1γ 
CD8+ T cells into tumor-bearing animals drastically reduces tumor cell growth. 
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D. Additional Information: Research Support and/or Scholastic Performance  
 
Current Support 
NIH/NCI 1R21 CA198263-01A1       Thai (PI)    04/01/16-03/31/18 
“Cbx3/HP1γ deficiency confers anti-tumor immunity” 
The goal of this proposal is to generate compelling data showing we can enhance the effector function of the 
adaptive immune system through manipulation of Cbx3/HP1γ levels to control melanoma tumor growth in vivo. 
 
The Mayer Family Fund         Thai (PI)    04/01/14-present 
“Understanding the role of Cbx3/HP1γ and epigenetic modifications in immunopathologies” 
The goal of this proposal is to study the interplay between cbx-3/HP-1γ and epigenetic modifications in the 
adaptive immune response and immune related diseases. 
 
Completed Support 
NIH/NIAID R56 AI099012-01         Thai (PI)    04/01/12-03/31/14  
“Regulation of chromatin modifications by miRNAs to control cytokine expression”        
This proposal seeks to study the novel role of miR-155 in the expression and function of the histone modifier 
Cbx3/HP1γ in immune cells. 
 
Friends for Life Neuroblastoma Research Program  Thai (PI)    01/01/15-12/31/16 
“Function of the Histone Reader Cbx3/HP1γ in the Anti-Neuroblastoma Response” 
The goal of this application is to generate compelling preliminary data demonstrating the effects of Cbx3/HP1γ 
deficiency on anti-neuroblastoma immunity in mice.  
 


